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ABSTRACT
·F13 
Indiana Trust, a family wealth management firm located in Muncie, has decided that the best way for 
their business to grow is to open a new office in the Indianapolis/Hamilton County area. But how does a 
sma" business go about expanding into a new area? Through Representative Cory Spaulding, I was given 
the opportunity to answer this question, researching a variety of decision points necessary to Indiana 
Trust's office opening, including location, size, staffing, marketing, and growth. Throughout this plan, I 
take a look at each one of those in great depth and provide a final recommended course of action for 
the firm to undertake, leading to the strongest long-term income growth for the office. 
[2] 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following research will show that there is a definitely optimal situation that Indiana Trust can place 
themselves and the new office. While many options for many different decision criteria are considered, 
the qualitative and quantitative data agree on a solution. 
The Indiana Trust office should be 2,750 square feet and located in Carmel. This will allow the office 
room to grow over at least a five-year time frame in terms of employees as well as position the firm in 
the most dense market population. Over half of the population of Carmel earns enough to become 
Indiana Trust clients, giving the firm the most bang for its buck in the marketing budget, including club 
memberships. It won't be difficult to single out potential clients when picking anyone in the room yields 
a greater than 50% chance of success. At the optimal office size, Carmel also offers the lowest leasing 
costs per year for a suitable location . 
There are many potential uses for the marketing budget, including partnerships with an array of firms, 
direct marketing campaigns, and memberships. Potential firm partners are not hard to come by but 
should be carefully selected by Indiana Trust to ensure the symbiotic nature of the deal. They include 
universities, high net worth firms, and divorce lawyers among others. Direct marketing may be a stretch 
for Indiana Trust, but in such a concentrated network of potential clients the "Indiana Trust is for 
everyone" campaign may carry weight. Lastly, club memberships have been a bread-and-butter method 
for attaining clients for the firm in the past, and Carmel is an area rich with membership facilities. These 
can be utilized to forge personal relationships between asset managers and potential clients, before 
turning that relationship into business. 
Staffing was by far the most in-depth decision, as it carried the most weight on both revenues and costs. 
Judging between the options of hiring a new asset manager, recruiting an existing external asset 
manager, transferring an Indiana Trust manager to lead the office, or acquiring a small asset 
management firm was a complex amalgamation of qualitative and quantitative analysis. In the end, a 
verdict could be reached only if acquiring an existing firm was taken off the table. This is still a viable 
option, but should be weighed against the income statements at the end of this analysis (included in the 
growth plan). Between the other three options, a compromise was found by aligning a single external 
asset manager to lead the new office with two brand new asset managers hired off the market to 
provide support and bring in new clients. This resulted in a greater than 10% increase in incremental net 
income after four years in the office over the most viable individual manager option. 
What follows is an in-depth analysis of each decision criteria. 
[5] 
INTRODUCTION 
Indiana Trust is a trio of family wealth offices based in Northern Indiana. The firm defines itself as "an 
independent, single-purpose financial institution providing objective, unbiased advice", and focuses on 
top-quality service and performance for their clients. Their annual retention ratio for clients posts 
almost the reverse of the industry standards, boasting close to 80% retention in an industry known for 
shopping around in order to "bet" on the top-performing asset managers. 
The firm wanted to expand into a new wealthy Indiana market, but first wanted to have a cost/benefit 
analysis done on their firm to determine if expansion was feasible and economically sound. Indiana 
Trust Representatives Cory Spaulding and Brad LaTour contacted and worked with professor Srinivasan 
Sundaram and a group of Ball State students last Spring to assess the firm from an outside perspective 
and provide some recommendations for growth. The team performed an industry analysis trying to 
define what is exactly meant by a "family wealth office", a region analysis to determine Indiana Trust's 
penetration into the Indiana client market, and a SWOT analysis on Indiana Trust within its strategic 
group. What follows is a small summary of their findings: 
Family Office: an organization serving families with substantial wealth in managing and preserving that 
wealth through a variety of investment options. 
Midwest Market Findings: 
There are a total of 45 trust/investment management offices in the Midwest, and their 
distribution across state lines has a direct relationship with the median income and education in that 
state. This suggests that the demand for a trust/investment management office grows as individuals 
amass more wealth and knowledge of how to protect it, yet very few firms offer a comprehensive list of 
services. Out of 41 Midwestern firms that had websites or were available to contact, all 41 offer trust 
planning, 40 offer investment services, yet only 14 offer tax/financial planning and only 5 offer legacy 
planning. Indiana Trust considers itself a family office, meaning that it offers a wide variety of financial 
services and products to meet all of a family's needs in-house. Indiana Trust has set itself apart in this 
regard, being only one of four family offices in the Midewest. This has allowed it to attain the 
impeccable retention record depicted above and carved its place as a market leader in high-quality 
service spanning a wide variety of offerings. 
Within Hamilton and Marion counties, the areas that Indiana Trust are looking to for the 
expansion, the lowest quartile of individual assets under management averages $500,000, while the 
uppermost quartile ranges from $2 million to $25 million. This fits well with Indiana Trust's structure, 
because in order to become a client with Indiana Trust, an individual must first obtain at least $300,000 
of investible assets. Indiana Trust also has a High Net Worth (HNW) division that caters to that upper 
quartile of accounts. With both of these measures already in place, Indiana Trust seems like a prime 
candidate to move into the Indianapolis/Hamilton County area. 
[6) 
Indiana Trust SWOT Analysis: 
Strengths: Indiana Trust is employee-owned, allowing for greater control of the firm's direction by those 
who actually manage the client relationships. This structure allows the firm to be more flexible in its 
offerings to cater to current and prospective client needs. There is also a large focus on legacy planning, 
the transfer of wealth between generations, which contributes to keeping and growing client family 
accounts within the firm. 
Weaknesses : Indiana Trust is burdened with an IT system that slows down the speed at which customer 
transactions can be made. Also, while the firm is a family office, offering a wide variety of different 
investment vehicles, the specific options within each category are severely limited. Indiana Trust has 
focused on offering a variety of different services, while other competitors offer more depth within each 
investment vehicle option. 
Opportunities: The number of trust/investment management offices in the Midwest has been steadily 
decreasing since 2001, for a total of a 20% decrease in number of offices by 2011. Indiana Trust is on 
the rise while other firms are on the decline, and is in a premiere position to leverage its small business 
family-focused style to gain and retain a good share of the freed market. 
Threats: Since its inception, Indiana Trust has had to compete with the name recognition of big-name 
investment services houses. Large banks and investment firms have a nation-wide reputation of 
prestige, and clients put a premium on the status that comes with having investments held with those 
firms. Also, other investment firms offer more depth of options per investment vehicle than Indiana 
Trust, who has chosen to offer instead a variety of different investment vehicles. 
Based on their analysis, the student group at Ball State recommended Indiana Trust to expand 
and open a new branch office. Asset managers within the firm targeted the Hamilton 
County/Indianapolis area based on these findings, and are planning a five-year expansion plan for the 
new office. I have the opportunity of creating such a plan for Indiana Trust. After great discussion with 
Representative Cory Spaulding, this plan will cover the following decisions: 
.:. 	 Size of the new office: This answers the questions of "How many asset managers will Indiana 
Trust need to make the office profitable?" and "How much square footage will be required to 
allow the office to grow, without impeding on cost?" . 
•:. 	 Location ofthe new office: The possible locations have been narrowed to Indianapolis (city 
centerL Fishers, and Carmel. These areas were selected due to their high concentration of 
relatively wealthy families . 
•:. 	 Staffing the new office: Indiana Trust faces a number of possible options for the initial staffing 
of the new office. Due to their unique industry, there are a few more unorthodox options 
available to the firm, espeCially given the current state of the wealth management industry. 
[7] 
.:. 	 Marketing initiative and uses: In addition to the selection of new office staff, Indiana Trust can 
manipulate their marketing tactics and budget in order to bring profitability to the new office as 
quickly as possible . 
•:. 	 Growth plan: In addition to the timeline for profitability, a five-year expected growth plan has 
been included to quantify and synergize the recommendations into one optimized group of pro 
forma financial statements. 
[8] 
Decision: How large should the new office be? 
The size of the new office is greatly dependant on the number of asset managers the firm will need 
within the life of the office . Until this point, it has been assumed that the office will open with one asset 
manager; however the lease of an office should allow room for growth. In time, the new office will 
expand to meet or even exceed the firm's Muncie office due to the favorable market conditions in the 
Indianapolis/Hamilton County areas. Once a critical point is reached, however, the firm can move to a 
more suitable location. There is no benefit to paying for a space that cannot be grown into in the 
foreseeable future, especially on such an uncertain investment as moving into a new market segment. 
The current Muncie office benefits from a great deal of out-of-state family business (mostly in the High 
Net Worth Group), adding to the need for asset managers above what the local Muncie demand for 
family office services would dictate. Taking into account all of this, I believe that the new office will 
require 70% of the Muncie Office's capacity for asset managers, or enough space for 5 asset managers. 
By the time that more space is required, Indiana Trust can look to shift offices within the same general 
area. 
The Muncie office currently holds seven asset managers in 3,948 square feet. This space and layout 
shows that each asset manager utilizes 564 square feet of the Muncie Office, including their own share 
of lobby space and public facilities (restroom, conference room, etc.). Assuming that on average, an 
asset manager will require 400 square feet of personal space for an office and the new office will require 
750 square feet of common space for the aforementioned utilizations (the same as the Muncie Office if 
400 square feet is being used as private space for each asset manager), the new office will require 2750 
square feet. 
Recommendation: In order to leave room for the new office to grow over at least the first five years, an 
office of approximately 2,750 square feet should be sought out. 
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Decision: Where will the new office be located? 
The first decision that has to be made is over the location of the new office. As all three of the proposed 
locations (Fishers, Carmel, Indianapolis) are within the same locale, clients from each of the three areas 
should have little to no problem getting to the office no matter which of these locations is chosen. 
There would be a marketing advantage in the selected location; however, as prospective clients will 
have more access to the knowledge of Indiana Trust moving into the area and the firm could utilize that 
name recognition to bring in more business from the selected area than from the surrounding ones. 
Therefore, while the majority of this decision will come down to cost, population effects and distribution 
will be taken into consideration as well. It should be noted that contacting a real estate agent would be 
able to identify additional factors to this decision that require a specific set of skills and experience to 
notice. 
Location Benefits: 
As a benchmark for comparison, I have pulled select economic data for Hamilton County from 2013: 
Hamilton County (Total) 
Total households 103,234 
$100,000 to $149,999 21,992 (21.3%) 
$150,000 to $199,999 9,400 (9.1%) 
$200,000 or more 10,343 (10.0%) 
Median household income (dollars) 82,468 
Mean household income (dollars) 107,384 
Hamilton County is indeed a wealthy, albeit sparse, area of the country. With only slightly over 100,000 
total households, 39.4% of them bring in over $100,000 in income each year. This is the minimum 
amount of annual income necessary to support investable assets up to Indiana Trust's standards. The 
mean income in Hamilton County is over the $100,000 threshold, and since the mean is greater than the 
median, there are some outliers in the data giving it an upward skew. This is good for Indiana Trust, as a 
disproportionate amount of wealth is situated with fewer families within the county. 
Indianapolis: Indianapolis boasts by far the largest population of the three proposed locations, with a 
total of 326,395 households as of 2013, more than the entirety of Hamilton County. Although only 
13.9% of households bring in the required $100,000, this still represents a total of 45,368 families with 
the financial means to become Indiana Trust clients and thus the widest marketing base. That being 
said, these 45,000 households are spread out over the entirety of the city. Locating in downtown 
Indianapolis would have the greatest visibility for the firm, as measured by the number of people made 
aware by the opening, however it is uncertain how many of them would be eligible Indiana Trust clients. 
Comparing that to the other options, having up to 28,000 potential clients "displaced" in the Carmel and 
Fishers areas would mean that less clients would have to go out of their way to come to the office. If 
the clients were arranged proportionately to their town size, 40% of the clients would come from 
outside Indianapolis and may be inconvenienced, while 60% would have this resource within their own 
town. 
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Indianapolis (city balance) 
Total households 326,395 
$100,000 to $149,999 28,726 (8 .8%) 
$1 50,000 to $199,999 7,471 (2.3 %) 
$200,000 or more 9,095 (2 .8%) 
Median household income (dollars) 41 ,361 
Mean household income (dollars) 59,325 
Carmel: With 50.6% of the population of Carmel earning over $100,000 annually, it is by far the densest 
eligible population. While that only translates into 15,624 eligible households, one third of the 
Indianapolis number, locating in Carmel would be made easier knowing that one in every two people 
who are made aware of Indiana Trust are a prospective client. It wouldn't be out of the question to 
make 20,000 people aware, leading to potentially 10,000 aware and eligible clients. In this way, locating 
in the Carmel market provides an assurance that the necessary population will be aware of Indiana 
Trust's entry. While Carmel can't compete with Indianapolis on the pure size of its market, it can 
compete as the safest option in terms of growth. It is also worth noting that within the eligible client 
base, almost one third of them (or 15.9% of the entire Carmel population), earn over $200,000 annually. 
Carmel not only has the densest population of eligible clients, but proportionally the most wealth in the 
fewest number of clients' hands. If Indiana Trust could target that business within Carmel, they would 
be able to add larger accounts per client to their books. 
Total households 30,868 
$100,000 to $149,999 7,794 (25.2%) 
$150,000 to $199,999 2,923 (9.5%) 
$200,000 or more 4,907 (15 .9%) 
Median household income (dollars) 100,358 
Mean household income (dollars) 126,623 
Fishers : In terms of location statistics, Fishers seems to be empirically inferior to Carmel. With a 
population of 2,000 less, only 47.1% of the 28,519 people are within Indiana Trust's eligible client range. 
The mean and median income are less than that of Carmel as we". The comparison is fairly close, 
however, as the difference in population and distribution is less than 3000 people in every area, and the 
income differentials don't quite reach 5%. Depending on cost, Fishers could actually work out to be a 
better decision than Carmel for Indiana Trust to move into. Taking out the Carmel comparison, Fishers is 
a strong part of a very strong county in terms of income, and its comparison to Indianapolis would work 
approximately the same as Carmel's. 
Total households 28,519 
$]00,000 to $149,999 6,780 (23.8%) 
$150,000 to $199,999 3,268 (1\.5%) 
$200,000 or more 3,377 (l1.8%) 
Median household income (dollars) 95,590 
Mean household income (dollars) 124,225 
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Location Costs: 
A total cost breakdown was done by researching public data on price per square foot and office size in 
the three comparison areas. A regression was calculated to determine the marginal total cost added by 
the addition of one square foot in each of these cities. Note that these are lines of best fit plotted with 
sample data, and thus the addition of each square foot for Indiana Trust will not actually be represented 
in any of the locations, however this is a statistical method of measuring relative (not absolute) costs. 
Specific regression data is located in appendices 1-3. A graph showing the summary of the regression 
data is shown below: 
Total Cost per Additional Square Foot 
I = Indianapolis 
• = Fishers 
II =Carmel 
The range of possible square feet depicted on the above graph goes to 5000, with an Indianapolis 
location becoming less costly than Fishers at an office size of 1100 square feet, and cheaper than Carmel 
at 3250 square feet. 
At a size of 2750 square feet, locating the office in Carmel would optimize the cost structure of the lease 
at an estimated cost of $39,130/year. The pricing options at the optimal office size are displayed below: 
Indianapolis $41,231.08 
Carmel $39,129.02 
Fishers $48,233.46 
These costs represent the results of the linear regression. Actual expected leasing costs are more varied 
based upon specific location desired (within the town or area chosen) and from general public 
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information appear to be lower than the costs shown above. More accurate estimates can be garnered 
by a real estate agency based on a greater number of factors and specific industry knowledge. 
Recommendation: Carmel offers a combination of the lowest cost at the given space requirement and a 
dense high net worth population that would make it the easiest to target clients for Indiana Trust. 
Potential clients will have no problem commuting to the office to meet from Indianapolis or Fishers, 
therefore the office should be located in Carmel. 
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Decision: How does the new office continue operations long enough to sustain itself? 
Like any new office, the new Indiana Trust office will not be profitable on its first day. What this really 
comes down to is staffing effectively and ramping up the book of business in the new office in order to 
hit a profitable point as quickly as possible. Various options will focus on lowering the assets under 
management needed for the office to become profitable, bringing in an existing book of assets under 
management, and scaling upwards to the profit point quickly. In opening a new office, space and capital 
resources are limited while benefits are unknown (even if they are estimated, there is no telling just how 
successful the endeavor will be until it is underway), therefore this analysis will be limited to opening 
the office with a single asset manager. If it is deemed that more asset managers are necessary at the 
opening of the new office, different combinations of options below will be discussed, along with their 
qualitative trade-offs and monetary impact. 
First I will describe the ideas behind each of the proposed options, then go into a more quantitative 
analysis of what each will bring to the bottom line of the new office. 
Recruit an external Asset Manager: By and large the most popular option for the opening of Family 
Offices, recru iting an external Asset Manager definitely has its strengths. For one, the office will be 
headed by an experienced asset manager who will be able to qUickly ramp up the office assets under 
management to a profitable level. The experienced asset manager would also be able to bring over to 
Indiana Trust a portion of their existing book of business from their own firm. This immediate bump in 
assets under management for Indiana Trust cannot be overlooked, and will lessen the amount of new 
business necessary to create a profitable office. A key statistic to look at for evaluating this option is the 
transfer ratio of each asset manager candidate, as well as the size of their book of business . From these 
two numbers, we can calculate the expected value of the assets that will be able to be transferred to 
Indiana Trust from the external asset manager. This option does come at a cost higher than some of the 
ot her options for this decision. First, an experienced asset manager from another firm would require a 
higher salary as part of the incentive to move to Indiana Trust. Part of this may be mitigated by the 
appeal of Ind iana Trust being employee-owned, so on average let's assume an experienced asset 
manager will cost the firm $100,000 in salary each year. This is to be added to the cost of opening the 
office if this option is chosen. The other major downside actually comes from Indiana Trust being 
employee-owned as well; it becomes highly important to find an asset manager who is not only 
successful, but who the existing asset managers see eye-to-eye with on the future of Indiana Trust. By 
adding an asset manager to run the new office, Indiana Trust is adding another owner of the firm. The 
pool of qualified asset managers to recruit from must be reduced to those asset managers who have a 
similar mindset on the goals and strategies of Indiana Trust. While that is not necessarily an additional 
cost to the firm, it creates another layer of difficulty in the feasibility of this option . 
Transfer an internal asset manager to the new office: By moving an internal asset manager to the new 
office, Indiana Trust will be able to have an experienced asset manager in the new office on day one 
with no additional cost to the firm . The obvious choice for this asset manager would be the Indiana 
Trust employee with the largest book of business in the Indianapolis/Hamilton County area. While this 
may on the surface seem like a slam-dunk option, there are a few drawbacks. The largest drawback is 
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the "cost" put on clients of either commuting to the new office (even the asset manager with the most 
clients in Hamilton County will have some from other areas) or shifting their business to another asset 
manager in their local office. Most family clients have a stronger relationship with the asset manager 
than they do with the firm. The asset manager's original office will also be short one asset manager 
from this option, where other options allow Indiana Trust's in-place offices to remain at full strength. 
With this, there is also a secondary decision that must be discussed: whether or not to hire a new asset 
manager to fill in at the original office. For example, if Cory Spaulding from Muncie was chosen to head 
up the new office, would Indiana Trust pursue another asset manager to take Cory's place? If so, many 
of the advantages of this option are nullified, as additional salary will need to be added, making this 
option only a slight variation on hiring a new asset manager for the new branch, with the trade-off of 
asset manager experience going in favor of the new office at the loss of the original office of the 
transferred asset manager. 
Hire a new asset manager to run the new office: Similar to transferring an asset manager from one 
Indiana Trust office to run the new office, this option involves hiring brand new asset managers to fill 
the new office. This option comes as one of the lowest up-front cost options for staffing the move, as a 
new asset manager with less experience will command a lesser salary. If the average asset manager 
would command a salary of $85,000, hiring a new asset manager would only add potentially $70,000 in 
salary costs. Lowering the costs of the Indiana Trust employees at the new office will lower the assets 
under management needed to make the office profitable. This low-cost option comes at the trade-off of 
having an asset manager with less experience in a "make it or break it" situation for the new office. 
While training, licensing, and service are all in place for the new asset manager before his/her first day, 
there is some tacit knowledge embedded in the manner of Indiana Trust's business that cannot be 
picked up by a new hire immediately. These skills must be developed and honed over time in order to 
be refined to the level of the other asset managers within Indiana Trust. This experience curve that is 
created for each asset manager will limit the speed at which a new office headed by a new manager will 
reach profitability, the question becomes more about the cost trade-off. If cost can be reduced by 
$15,000 in salary, the new asset manager can spend up to $15,000 more in resources to make the new 
office profitable (remembering that each day of operation has a cost associated with it in terms of timed 
marketing promotions, building rent, and staff salary) . If the new asset manager's increased resource 
need to make the new office profitable is greater than the amount of cost savings on his/her salary, this 
option should be passed over as a totally inferior option to an experienced asset manager. 
Purchase a small asset management company. By outright acquiring another asset management 
company and all of its assets, Indiana Trust would be able to immediately take control of a large book of 
business diverse from its own, a building from which to run new office operations (preferably in the 
Indianapolis/Hamilton County area), and experienced successful asset managers. This is by far the most 
expensive option, but also reduces the ramp time to profitability, as the acquired firm will have assets 
under management sufficient enough to at least make that branch profitable. The purchase of an asset 
management company would also bring with it all of the support staff and resources necessary to fill out 
the new office, reducing the costs Indiana Trust would have to face in finding and securing these 
subordinate positions. In essence, Indiana Trust's only ramp time to profitability for this decision is the 
[15] 
time taken to recoup the initial outlay of the acquisition itself. As the details of such an acquisition are 
impossible to pinpoint, varying greatly between each potential firm, the analysis of the acquisition will 
come down to a make-or-buy decision. Whatever Indiana Trust feels its best options are for the internal 
opening of the new office (for this and other decisions listed in this plan) will have to be weighed against 
the costs and benefits of acquiring an existing firm. One simple example would be if Indiana Trust 
predicts that their best internal option would cost a total of $700,000 over 2 years to create a profitable 
stand-alone office while an acquisition proposal shows a cost of $1.2 million immediately to have the 
firm profitable in 6 months. This would have to be analyzed in terms of the cost-time trade-off and will 
be determined in part by other "soft" immeasurable factors . At the end of this plan, pro forma financial 
statements are included for the recommended decisions. Any possible acquisition should be measured 
against those statements, vastly reducing the complexity of including this in the decision process. 
Now that all of the options have been described, the three individual staffing option choices can be 
evaluated on a quantitative basis. The salary requirements for the asset managers of different 
categories have been described above, and for this calculation it can also be assumed that the average 
asset manager oversees $150 million in assets for Indiana Trust. An external asset manager would be 
evaluated based on the size of the book of business he or she is able to transfer to Indiana Trust, but on 
average if they are to command a $100,000 salary, they should be able to bring at least 10% more 
business with them heading into the new office for a total of $165 million in assets under management. 
A new asset manager would bring very little into the company, as they are likely just finishing licensing 
and internships. While they could be given a basis of accounts to start with from the current Indiana 
Trust book of business, moving clients around between managers does not create additional revenue for 
the office. Based on a fee rate of 55 basis points, the initial costs and benefits of the three options are 
detailed below. 
Recruit External AM $100,000 $907,500 $807,500 
Transfer Internal AM $85,000 $825,000 $740,000 
Hire New AM $70,000 $0 $(70,000) 
In subsequent years, however, the cost/benefit structure of each option will change dramatically. By 
the end of the first year, more business would be expected of the new asset manager than the other 
options; although the new asset manager has little experience, they would also have less client 
retention business and can devote almost all of their time in the first year to recruiting new business to 
the office. If a new asset manager is chosen to head the office, some accounts of current Indiana Trust 
clients should be transferred to the new office to reduce this experience gap. It could be seen as a 
courtesy to customers who, as the prior group found, are less concerned with coordinating advisors 
than they are with the proficiency and attention of all staff. 
Recommendation: In order to combine the benefits of experience of an external asset manager with the 
cost-savings measures of a new team, it is my recommendation that Indiana Trust head up the office by 
recruiting an external asset manager and fill out the opening team with new asset managers. The new 
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asset managers can learn a lot quicker and speed up the ramp to profitability if they are recruited to 
work under an experienced professional. The external asset manager will also be able to bring over at 
least some of their prior accounts, thereby expanding the overall Indiana Trust book of business as well 
as giving the office a starting point in fee revenues on its way to profitability. The retention work can be 
mostly handled by the external asset manager (who has a prior relationship to the initial clients), while 
the new asset managers are able to learn the retention and wealth transfer business while focusing the 
majority of their efforts into marketing and recruiting new business. In cost terms, the profit derived 
from the external asset manager can be partially used to subsidize the new asset managers until they 
bring in enough revenue to earn their salaries. The trick tothis is in finding an external asset manager 
who can bring over a good percentage of his or her accounts and is ready to take the next step into 
managing an office. If than cannot be done within the time frame, transferring an internal asset 
manager who meets the same qualifications is a secondary solution. 
[17] 

Decision: What will the marketing budget be for the new office? 
Indiana Trust is moving into a new area with already established wealth management firms. The highly 
relationship-focused market will take time for a newcomer to successfully enter and adapt to. 
Marketing and strategic placement of resources are an essential way for a new entrant firm to gain an 
advantage in the well established local industry. 
In terms of a marketing budget, many of Indiana Trust's direct competitors are private firms, and thus 
no marketing information is available. The Indianapolis/Hamilton County market is highly developed 
and highly competitive yet still growing, as there is room for even more entry. Of the list of wealth 
management companies examined by the prior group, only one has publically released financial data In 
order to determine an appropriate marketing budget for Indiana Trust, I turned to another highly 
competitive wealth management industry: investment banking. While not a perfect comparison, this 
industry runs worldwide and has been locked in fierce rivalry for most of its history, similar to the 
competitive environment Indiana Trust will be entering into. Once the marketing expenditures of the 
major players in the investment banking industry was gathered and combined with the wealth 
management firm Busey Wealth Management Inc. (the aforementioned Midwest firm with public 
financial data), the marketing expenses were adjusted on a common-size percent of assets basis. The 
average of these numbers can be taken as a percent of the new office's total assets under management 
for a given period and a new marketing budget can be created . 
Indiana Trust's major difference from the investment banking industry is in its office size. While working 
on a common-size balance sheet mitigates the impact of size, there is the additional problem of cost per 
employee. To address this issue, the common-size data is adjusted for each employee based on their 
status and the retention duties they are responsible for according to this table: 
Asset Manager Class Initial Marketing Future Marketing 
Budget Adjustment Budget Adjustment 
External Asset Manager 0.55 0.80 
Internal Asset Manager 0.60 0.70 
New Asset Manager 0.75 0.90 
For example: If the industry information allows for 1% of assets under management to be appropriated 
to marketing, an internal asset manager would use 0.6% of the office's assets under management as 
their incremental marketing budget in the first year. In future years, this 0.6% will be adjusted at a rate 
of 0.7 per year until that asset manager is almost purely devoted to the retention of his or her current 
book of business. In year two, the marginal office marketing budget added would be 0.42%, decreasing 
to 0.294% in year 3, and so on. Once less than 0.01% of office assets under management are being 
appropriated to marketing for a given asset manager, zero additional marketing expenses should be 
incurred on their behalf. 
The initial factor is determined by the amount of time spent by each employee on new business, which 
is determined by the current book of business the asset manager has. An external asset manager 
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bringing in $165 million in assets under management will be able to spend slightly over half of their time 
working on new business initiatives, while an external asset manager will spend approximately 60%, as 
they will only have $150 million in assets under management. A new asset manager is listed at 75% of 
time spent on new business, with the other 25% of time spent on general office procedures and 
continuing education to become even more proficient in all relevant fields. The future adjustment 
factor is determined by following the thought process of the marginal impact of a set number of clients 
added to the book of business. For a set number of additional clients, an external asset manager will 
spend one fifth less on new business due to the additional retention duties added to the work load. The 
same set number of clients will represent a larger percentage of an internal asset manager's book of 
business, therefore the incremental work load will take more of the asset manager's attention. For a 
new asset manager, the addition of a few clients where there were none or only a few before will mean 
a large percent increase in assets in the book of business, however the low number of total clients will 
allow almost as much time to be spent on new business as before the set number of clients were added. 
Recommendation: Based on the methodologies described above, and adjusted slightly to account for 
the newness of the Indiana Trust office, the marketing budget for each year of the office's utilization 
should be 0.05% of the total assets under management of the office at the beginning of each period. 
The adjustments for each staffing option will be implemented at a base of 0.05% of assets under 
management. 
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Decision: What are some uses for the marketing budget? 
Now that the marketing budget is set, I want to take some time to go into some options for uses of 
those funds. The options listed below are meant to be looked at and evaluated as possibilities, and 
without cost estimates it is impossible to determine trade-offs. Therefore, there will not be a 
recommendation at the end of this section; its utility lies in the qualitative comparison of ideas. 
Direct Marketing: In a city with as dense of an eligible population as Carmel, direct marketing has its 
benefits. While it may not directly draw in business, half of the population earns an income sufficient 
enough to become clients of Indiana Trust. This would be best utilized as a way to announce the 
opening of the new office, allowing for name recognition to be set up for future, more targeted 
campaigns. Therefore, while the direct benefit of a direct marketing campaign would be low, it could 
increase the effectiveness generated by other marketing plans in the future. A direct marketing 
campaign for Indiana Trust could take the form of a card or letter delivered to the residents of Carmel at 
their homes, or could be slightly refined by using a database to selectively target only those Carmel 
residents who are eligible Indiana Trust clients, thereby cutting costs approximately in half. This could 
be especially useful to the lower-income portion of eligible clients who see wealth management and the 
generational transition of wealth as "a lUxury for the rich". Being in the 50_65 th percentile doesn't make 
one normally feel rich, yet in Carmel those people would still be eligible. A targeted campaign to let 
them know they are included and that Indiana Trust is there for them too may bring in more direct 
benefits than anticipated earlier. 
Memberships: Wealth Management is most often a relationship business; that's why there are clients 
and not customers and why a retention rate is one of the critically important industry ratios. For an 
industry such as this, it takes years for clients to see true results and meet their wealth management 
goals, and therefore often choose an advisor out of their existing professional network. The more assets 
a client has to protect, the stronger the bond must be between client and asset manager. One way of 
getting closer to these potential clients for a firm such as Indiana Trust is to have the asset managers 
become members at certain popular clubs around town where clients congregate. As these are seen as 
more social events, asset managers can build a reputation as people, not just as asset managers, before 
talking to any clients about business matters. There are a number of golf and country clubs in Carmel 
that would serve this purpose. The largest downside to memberships is that the costs are spread over 
time while the benefits are slow-coming during the first years, as the relationships take time to build. 
Partnerships: There are a number of firms that have an established relationship with High New Worth 
clients in the area. As far as partnerships go, the radius can be much wider for the partnering firms, as 
clients are willing to travel for the services Indiana Trust provides. The aforementioned marketing 
techniques are limited to Carmel itself as they are client-focused, while partnerships can attract clients 
from outside the normal reach of Indiana Trust. In all partnerships, Indiana Trust would have to be 
willing to offer the partner a mutually beneficial agreement, which would come more easily in certain 
interactions. Some ideas for partnering firms are listed below: 
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Universities: Universities have a relationship with their most successful graduates; the High Net Worth 
individuals that are looking to make a donation to the university are perfect clients for Indiana Trust. 
The university benefits by having more alumni able to leave large donations, while Indiana Trust gains 
clients. The partnership could work in such a way that the university can recommend Indiana Trust as 
advisors and asset managers for those alums who wish to make a substantial donation but still have to 
save in order to make the size donation they would like. In return, the University would be able to gain 
more donations from those alumni who otherwise would have been deterred. Indiana Trust can 
leverage their retention ability once the fixed saving point of the donation is accomplished, gaining 
themselves more of each family's assets to manage through generations. 
Divorce Lawyers: In a divorce, there is a splitting of the family's wealth. In order to make that transition 
as smooth as possible as well as assist both parties to recover their assets to the pre-divorce joint value, 
an asset manager can be included. To ensure that Indiana Trust does not reach below its threshold of 
$300,000 investible assets, the firm can target divorce lawyers in high net worth communities (example: 
Carmel, Fishers, etc.) or high net worth divorce lawyers. They are specifically equipped to handle the 
transition of these assets, and if a relationship is forged between Indiana Trust and one of these firms, 
clients' divorces can be processed through the HNW divorce lawyer and then the split assets can come 
to Indiana Trust to be regrown . 
Estate Planning Lawyers: Estate planning is an industry driven primarily by high net worth individuals 
looking to continue that wealth into future generations. Indiana Trust has very similar goals for its 
clients, and while the two firms may overlap there is still room for a partnership between the two. 
Estate planning lawyers can set up the plan for the older generations to leave and distribute wealth 
while Indiana Trust can focus on the recipients of said wealth and teach/guide them into the future to 
ensure growth. 
High Net Worth Firms: There are a specific set of firms set up to exclusively handle the needs of High 
Net Worth clients. Partnering with any of these firms would provide Indiana Trust with a set of clients 
and a method of building a relationship with the new clients faster, as they will have been referred from 
a trusted source. Indiana Trust will be expected to reciprocate for the HI\lW firms, however, so when 
selecting partners within the HNW industry Indiana Trust should be highly selective. The partners 
chosen should serve a need or provide additional options to Indiana Trust's clients in order to create a 
mutually beneficial situation. 
Recommendation: All of these options have limited budget implications, so Indiana Trust's marketing 
budget will be largely unimpacted. The specifics of the marketing budget allocation will come only from 
experience in the industry as well as the new location. This list is meant primarily to offer ideas and 
suggestions of places to begin the search for marketing and client-gathering in this relationship-heavy 
industry. 
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Decision: How is the new office expected to grow given differing staffing decisions? 
Now that the analysis by functional decision has been completed, the true test is to show the financial 
impact on Indiana Trust and the marginal impact the new office will have. For this, I decided to stick to 
an income statement analysis of the new office, as balance sheet and cash flow statements are only 
lightly impacted by the aforementioned decision criteria. 
The assumptions that will stay unchanging throughout this analysis are as follows: 
.:. Fee Income is calculated quarterly based on growing assets under management 
.:. Marketing budget is calculated as a % of assets under management 
.:. 1 client (or family) added every $20,000 spent on marketing 
.:. Each client adds $3 million in assets under management 
.:. New asset managers given $120 million base assets under management (for marketing 
adjustment only) 
.:. New clients' assets are added at year end 
.:. Client assets are grown at a constant annual 5% 
.:. Inflation remains a constant 2% each year 
The fee income will be more accurately represented by compounding the fee more than once per year. 
In addition, the assets are growing throughout the year as the asset managers appropriate risk-specific 
investments to client assets. At the stated 5% annual growth rate for assets under management, the fee 
income will be based on an asset base growing 1.25% per quarter. Inflation is used to adjust lease and 
salary expenses. 
In the relation-specific industry of asset management, especially for HNW clients, marketing is a slow 
process. Relationships take time to build, especially with the marketing budget uses detailed earlier. 
Partnerships and memberships are more refined as trust is built; even the first year as a member of a 
local institution will not yield much in fee revenues. The schedule of marketing expenses in relation to 
additional assets under management gained is highly complex, and thus the above assumptions had to 
be made to allow an external analysis of the incremental impact of marketing on the Indiana Trust 
office. 
What follows are the individual analyses of each staffing option in isolation: 
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EXTERNAL ASSET MANAGER 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 1 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
S 
S 
S 
936,216.09 
33,000.00 
969,216.09 
Expenses 
lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 39,129.02 
$ 100,000.00 
$ 45,375.00 
$ 184,504.02 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 784,712.07 
$ 235A13.62 
$ 549,298.45 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 3 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,103,860.49 
$ 16,500.00 
$ 1,120,360.49 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 40J09.83 
$ 104,040.00 
$ 34,240.07 
$ 178,989.91 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 941,370.59 
$ 282A11.18 
$ 658,959.41 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 2 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,017,956.15 
$ 33,000.00 
$ 1,050,956.15 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 39,911.60 
$ 102,000.00 
$ 39A69.32 
$ 181,380.92 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 869,575.24 
$ 260,872.57 
$ 608J02.67 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 4 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,177,119.15 
$ 33,000.00 
$ 1,210,119.15 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 41,524.03 
$ 106,120.80 
$ 29,209.96 
$ 176,854.79 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 1,033,264.36 . 
$ 309,979.31 
$ 723,285.05 
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INTERNAL ASSET MANAGER 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 
Incremental Income Statement Incremental Income Statement 
Year 1 Year 2 
Revenues Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 851,105.53 
$ 33,000.00 
$ 884,105.53 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 39,129.02 
$ 85,000.00 
$ 45,000.00 
$ 169,129.02 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 714,976.51 
$ 214A92 .95 
$ 500A83.56 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 
Incremental Income Statement 
Year 3 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients $ 992,834.96 
Fee Revenue Added $ 33,000.00 
Total Revenue $ 1,025,834.96 
Expenses 
Lease Expense $ 40J09 .83 _ 
Salary Expense $ 88A34 .00 
Marketing Expense $ 25J21.85 
Total Expenses $ 154,865.68 
EBT $ 870,969.28 
Taxes (@ 30%) $ 261,290.78 
Net Income $ 609,678.49 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients $ 928,509.61 
Fee Revenue Added $ 16,500.00 
Total Revenue $ 945,009.61 
Expenses 
Lease Expense $ 39,911.60 
Salary Expense $ 86,700.00 
Marketing Expense $ 34,364.78 
Total Expenses $ 160,976.38 
EBT $ 784,033.24 
Taxes (@ 30%) $ 235,209.97 
Net Income $ 548,823.27 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 4 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,077A59.49 
$ 16,500.00 
$ 1,093,959.49 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 41,524.03 
$ 90,202 .68 
$ 19,539.98 
$ 151,266.69 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 942,692 .80 
$ 282,807.84 
$ 659,884.96 
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NEW ASSET MANAGER 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year! 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ -
$ 33,000.00 
$ 33,000.00 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 39,129.02 
$ 60,000.00 
$ 45,000.00 
$ 144,129.02 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 
$ 
$ 
(111,129.02) 
-
(111,129.02) 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 3 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 69,822.84 
$ 33,000.00 
$ 102,822.84 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 40,709.83 
$ 62,424.00 
$ 36,450.00 
$ 139,583.83 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 
$ 
$ 
(36,761.00) 
-
(36,761.00) 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 2 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 34,044.22 
$ 33,000.00 
$ 67,044.22 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 39,911.60 
$ 61,200.00 
$ 40,500.00 
$ 141,611.60 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 
$ 
$ 
(74,567.38) 
-
(74,567.38) 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 4 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 107,424.21 
$ 16,500.00 
$ 123,924.21 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 41,524.03 
$ 63,672.48 
$ 32,805.00 
$ 138,001.51 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 
$ 
$ 
(14,077.30) 
-
(14,077.30) 
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The assets under management for an internal asset manager at the opening of the firm are not new 
assets to Indiana Trust; they are merely transferred from an existing office. The only minor benefits of 
moving these assets to the new office are customer convenience if the clients live closer to the new 
office than the Muncie or other offices, as well as freeing up a portion of retention duties from multiple 
asset managers. Also, while it is not depicted above, new asset managers will become profitable in their 
own right after five years. The fifth-year income statement for a new asset manager is shown below: 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 5 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 129,919.08 
$ 16,500.00 
$ 146,419.08 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 42,354.51 
$ 64,945.93 
$ 29,524.50 
$ 136,824.94 
EBT 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 9,594.14 
$ 2,878.24 
$ 6,715.90 
Recommendation: Based on this quantitative data as well as all earlier analysis, the optimal pairing of 
three asset managers for Indiana Trust for the opening of the new office is recruiting an external asset 
manager and training two new asset managers to serve underneath the external asset manager. The 
new asset managers benefit from having a higher marketing budget in early and subsequent years and 
the office can be immediately profitable by bringing in the $165 mill ion from the external asset 
manager. Combining the growth potential of new asset managers w ith the stability of an initial book of 
business and experience that comes with an external asset manager provides Indiana Trust with the best 
competitive position in the new office. Income statement analysis for this optimal structure is shown on 
the next pages. 
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Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 1 
 ; 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients $ 936,216.09 
Fee Revenue Added $ 132,000.00 
Total Revenue $ 1,068,216.09 
Expenses 
Lease Expense $ 39,129.02 
Salary Expense $ 240,000.00 
Marketing Expense $ 169,125.00 
Total Expenses $ 448,254.02 
EST $ 619,962.07 
Taxes (@ 30%) $ 185,988.62 
Net Income $ 433,973.45 
Indiana Trust - carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 2 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,120,088.82 
$ 148,500.00 
$ 1,268,588.82 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 39,911.60 
$ 244,800.00 
$ 176,678.35 
$ 461,389.95 
EST 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 807,198.86 
$ 242,159.66 
$ 565,039.21 
Indiana Trust - carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 3 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,330,351.12 
$ 148,500.00 
$ 1,478,851.12 
Expenses 
lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 40,709.83 
$ 249,696.00 
$ 183,701.68 
$ 474,107.51 
EST 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 1,004,743.61 
$ 301,423.08 
$ 703,320.52 
Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

Year 4 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients 
Fee Revenue Added 
Total Revenue 
$ 1,551,325.30 
$ 148,500.00 
$ 1,699,825.30 
Expenses 
Lease Expense 
Salary Expense 
Marketing Expense 
Total Expenses 
$ 41,524.03 
$ 254,689.92 
$ 187,981.45 
$ 484,195.40 
EST 
Taxes (@ 30%) 
Net Income 
$ 1,215,629.89 
$ 364,688.97 
$ 850,940.93 
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Indiana Trust - Carmel Branch 

Incremental Income Statement 

YearS 
Revenues 
Fee Revenue - Current Clients $ 1,783,557.08 
Fee Revenue Added $ 148,500.00 
Total Revenue $ 1,932,057.08 
Expenses 
Lease Expense $ 42,354.51 
Salary Expense $ 259,783 .72 
Marketing Expense $ 190,084.02 
Total Expenses $ 492,222.24 
EBT $ 1,439,834.84 
Taxes (@ 30%) $ 431,950.45 
Net Income $ 1,007,884.39 
By combining the asset managers at the new office in this way, Indiana Trust will see a slower start in 
the new office due to the high expenses for the up-front marketing costs than if they had chosen a 
single external asset manager. However, pairing two new asset managers with the external manager 
quickens the profitability rate of the new asset managers, as they have a mentor and official manager 
above them, leading to a three-year profitability timeline for new asset managers instead of five years . 
Throughout this decision plan, many options and opportunities have been proposed and analyzed and a 
final recommendation has been reached . This recommendation is to be compared with the possibility 
of Indiana Trust acquiring an existing asset management firm. With the difficulty of an acquirable asset 
management firm opportunity arising, there is a great likelihood of the above recommended course of 
action being optimal for Indiana Trust. 
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ApPENDIX 1: LOCATION REGRESSION: CARMEL 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.975471038 
R Square 0.951543746 
Adjusted R 
Square 0.949813165 
Standard Error 18102.45682 
Observations 30 
ANOVA 
df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 1 1.80182E+11 1.80182E+11 549.8407846 6.01774E-20 
Residual 28 9175570397 327698942.8 
Total 29 1.89358E+ 11 
Standard 

Coefficients Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0% 

Intercept -28313.76606 5593.94135 5.061505706 2.34407E-05 -39772.43533 -16855.0968 -39772.43533 -16855.0968 

X Variable 1 24.52464993 1.045885981 23.44868407 6.01774E-20 22.38224965 26.66705022 22.38224965 26.66705022 
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ApPENDIX 2: LOCATION REGRESSION: INDIANAPOLIS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.967889 
R Square 0.936808 
Adjusted R 
Square 0.934551 
Standard Error 13450.35 
Observations 30 
ANOVA 
df SS MS F Significance F 
Regression 1 7.51E+10 7.5096E+10 415.0954 2.49E-18 
Residual 28 5.07E+09 180911951 
Total 29 8.02E+10 
Standard Lower Upper 
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 95.0% 95.0% 
Intercept -14612.8 5302 .694 -2.75573244 0.010182 -25474.9 -3750.73 -25474.9 -3750.73 

X Variable 1 20.30687 0.99671 20.3738904 2.49E-18 18.2652 22 .34853 18.2652 22.34853 
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ApPENDIX 3: LOCATION REGRESSION: FISHERS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.9851159 
R Square 0.970453336 
Adjusted R 
Square 0.968898248 
Standard Error 10979.4276 
Observations 21 
ANOVA 
df 55 Ms F Significance F 
Regression 1 7.52E+10 7.5228E+10 624.0506 5.4E-16 
Residual 19 2.29E+09 120547830 
Total 20 7.75E+1O 
Standard Lower Upper 
Coefficients Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 95.0% 95.0% 
Intercept -19271.94054 3713.335 -5.18992791 5.21E-05 -27044 -11499.8 -27044 -11499.8 

X Variable 1 24.54741793 0.982643 24.9810048 5.4E-16 22.49072 26.60411 22.49072 26.60411 
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ApPENDIX 4: MARKETING COMMON-SIZE DATA 
Company 
Busey Wealth Management, Inc. 
Morgan Stanley 
JP Morgan Chase 
Bank of America Merill Lynch 
Marketing % of Assets 
0.0479% 
0.0082% 
0.1204% 
0.0087% 
Average 0.0463% 
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